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GELLIGAER TIMES 
NEWSLETTER OF GELLIGAER HISTORICAL 

SOCIETY 

Issue No.       December 2020 
 

MESSAGE TO READERS OF GELLIGAER TIMES  FROM GHS CHAIR 
In the absence of a newsletter editor GELLIGAER TIMES  has been prepared by GHS committee. 
I hope it has something to interest you.  
GHS Committee has been very pleased to receive some interesting feedback relating to items in previous 
newsletters, and these are included under the CORRESPONDENCE section below. We look forward 
to your further responses with comments and/or questions, to chairman@gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk 
or www.gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk   
 

NEWS 
Given the current grim position relating to COVID 19, it is difficult to know when GHS will be able to 
resume its meetings or hold its conference (the latter postponed from March 2020) in Llancaiach Fawr, 
and so GHS Committee plans to continue with the regular newsletters, and hopes to start delivering talks 
via Zoom in the near future.  
Currently GHS website www.gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk is being updated and information about 
Society developments will be posted there. 
 
You may like to keep up-to-date with the position in Llancaiach Fawr and with Welsh Government 
COVID 19 Regulations by checking their websites: 
 https://your.caerphilly.gov.uk/llancaiachfawr/content/welcome-llancaiach-fawr 
https://gov.wales/coronavirus 
 
If you wish to make a payment to GHS, you can 
o Post cheque to the Treasurer (who will send the address to those who ask) 
o BACs payment (Treasurer will supply GHS bank details to those who ask) 
o Set up a direct debit/standing order (Treasurer will supply details to those who ask) 
 

PUBLICATION NEWS 
At the time of writing, research for  GHS Diamond Project publication is reaching a conclusion, and, 
as 2021 opens, work will focus on editing. But, if anyone has any items (especially illustrations) for 
consideration, please submit them. Publication is planned for September 2021, but, given the present 
circumstances, it is difficult to know how things will work out. 
 
The cover of GHS journal Gelligaer Volume 27 lists the varied and interesting articles in the volume. 
Copies are available via www.gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk 

One amendment -- page 120, the sub-heading five lines from the 
bottom of the page, should read  The move to Church Farm, 

Mynyddislwyn  

If you would like to contribute to a future journal, please get 
in touch.  
GHS members (2019-20, and any new members 2020-
21) who wish to have a copy posted to them, please send 
your postal address (including post code) to GHS 
website www.gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk or 
chairman@gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk In spite of the fact that we do not have our normal outlets 
(GHS meetings, local libraries and retailers), there has been considerable interest in the journal.  

about:blank
about:blank
https://your.caerphilly.gov.uk/llancaiachfawr/content/welcome-llancaiach-fawr
about:blank
about:blank
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The current issue of Gwent Local History, carries an article Two Reverend Gentlemen from Bedwellty: 
Lewis James and Charles Winter, by GHS member, David Mills. 

Published by Gwent Local History Council, this is a twice-yearly English-language local history journal 

containing articles on historical topics, with references, book reviews, notes and news. Its issues are 

numbered to run on from its predecessor, Presenting Monmouthshire, starting at no. 41, and pre-2007 issues 

are available on Gwent local history the journal of Gwent Local History Council. | 41 | 1976 | Welsh 

Journals - The National Library of Wales   

 

If you have information about publications that may be of interest to Gelligaer Times readers, 
please send details for inclusion in a future newsletter. 
 

CORRESPONDENCE 
It is pleasing to know that some people are not only reading Gelligaer Times, but also following up with 

their own research into some of the items in the newsletter. Thank you to those readers who have been 

in touch, and for your very interesting correspondence, some of which is reproduced below. 

 

TRUMPET-RUNNER -- Readers of Gelligaer Times 44 (May 2020) may recall this 

photograph of a then unidentified trumpeter playing Happy Birthday outside the home 

of GHS President, Nesta, on her special day. Soon after he was identified as Trumpet-

Runner Thomas Witten, the South African son in law of GHS member Sandy 

Halliday. Recently, Sandy has updated GHS on his son-in-law’s activities as follows: 

 

His ambition for this year was to run, raising money for charity, the Welsh Coastal Path. The charity 

he chose is the Pebbles Project Trust. The Trust works to enrich the lives of disadvantaged children and adults living on 

wine and fruit farms in the Western Cape of South Africa by providing support and intervention in five key areas: education, 

health, nutrition, community and protection (social work support). 

Unfortunately this was not possible due to Covid. Undeterred, Thomas thought he would run the 870 miles length of the 

path locally. Starting in mid-July, over a period of 19 days he ran 592 miles at an average of 37.2 miles per day. This 

equates to a marathon and a half per day! His regular run was from Cefn Hengoed to Merthyr Tydfil via the Taff Trail 

and back over Gelligaer Common. However, he did manage one section of the Coastal Path from Cardiff Bay to 

Southerndown. On another day he ran all the way from Cefn Hengoed to Brecon along the Taff Trail! 

On most days he stopped and recorded himself playing the trumpet. The songs were requests from people donating to his 

cause. The recordings were then uploaded to Facebook to encourage further donations. 

When everything was going so well his left lower leg decided that it needed a bit of tender loving care. Following examination 

and an x-ray, it was concluded that some rest was in order. This was just as well as the birth of his first child and our 

second grandchild was due at this time. After a week of resting Elin was born. The desire to start back running was put 

on hold. The resting continued. However, after raising almost £2,500 for Pebbles, Thomas decided he needed to finish the 

challenge. 

After further consultation Thomas was given the all clear to continue in mid-September. He decided to build up gradually 

before completing the run. This build up consisted in taking Elin for a walk to get her to sleep. The walks got longer and 

longer, in all kinds of weather. When it was wet you may have seen a man in a blue coat, with a hood and a large bulge on 

his chest walking around Cefn Hengoed and its environs. This was Thomas with Elin strapped to his body. 

Following this recovery period Thomas started back running in early December and has now completed over 700 miles, 

leaving less than 170 miles to be run. 

This will be done in South Africa as Thomas, Kirsty and Elin travelled out to South Africa in mid-December. 

 

https://journals.library.wales/view/1337678/1341103/0#?xywh=1177%2C2172%2C752%2C489
https://journals.library.wales/view/1337678/1341103/0#?xywh=1177%2C2172%2C752%2C489
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MAEN HIR – after reading the article about George Seaborne and Maen Hir in Gelligaer Times 49, GHS 
member Carwyn Hughes sent these from his photograph collection. Maen Hir is situated on Gelligaer 
and Merthyr Common, between Pentwyn and Bedlinog.  It is not unusual to see the mountain ponies 
rubbing their backs against Maen Hir, and sheep grazing around it. 

 
Carwyn also sent this photograph showing the interior of the Chapel 
(now demolished) in Lewis School Pengam. Both Ludovicans will 
remember it well, but, those who did not attend the school may find 
the photograph of interest.  The war memorial pulpit (on the left); 
eisteddfod chairs (in the centre) and the eagle lectern, are now in the 
new school. 
 

 

 

FAKE NEWS -- Having read the extract from Evening Express 14 December 1909 about measles in 
Aberbargoed in Gelligaer Times 49 (November 2020),GHS member, Sandy Halliday, found the following 
extract from The British Medical Journal 1 January 1910 (page 47), which suggests that fake news is not an 
invention of the Trump years.  And, sadly, another parallel with today -- recognition of the fact that 
people living in close proximity to each other is a contributory factor in spreading disease! 
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JENNY TIPS AND HENGOED COLLIERY -- 

This newspaper extract was included in Gelligaer Times 

numbers 48 and 49. Some readers were quick to point 

out that it did not refer to a Gelligaer location. The 

newspaper got it wrong as the court case related to 

Argoed Colliery. So, as with other sources, don’t believe 

everything you read in newspapers! Check it out. 

 

GHS member Sue Allen has sent the following: 
JENNY TIPS -- For those baffled by the reference to 
the Jenny Tips near Hengoed Colliery in the October 
Newsletter, you can relax. They didn’t exist – at least not 
in Hengoed. Greg Buick has picked up the fact that the 
court case was at the Monmouthshire Assizes and not 
Glamorgan so it must have been a colliery in 
Monmouthshire. My cousin Ann reports that there was 
a Jenny Level behind her house at Fair Oak in Argoed, 
north of Blackwood, which is mentioned in her deeds. 
Knowing this, David Mills has put two and two together 
and concluded that the newspaper reporter has misheard 
Hengoed and he is actually referring to Argoed Colliery 
and a place where coal, from the Jenny Level, was tipped from small trams, into bigger trams in a siding 
of the Sirhowy Tramroad in Argoed, nearby. Hence the name Jenny Tips. 
This all now makes sense. The case, mentioned in the newsletter, was brought by a Mrs. Williams of 
Argoed Ganol Farm against a Mr. Jones for non-payment of rent for the use of her land leading to the 
Jenny Tips. Mrs. Mary Williams was none other than the stepmother of Zephaniah Williams, the famous 
Chartist leader. She had inherited the farm on the death of her father William David in 1804, as his 
legitimate heir. Zephaniah’s father, Thomas Williams, a widower, had moved to Penmain in the parish 
of Mynyddislwyn after the death of his wife Rhoda in 1803. Here he took out a tenancy on land belonging 
to Samuel Glover owner of the Abercarn Estate, in the area known as the Gwrhay.  
Previously, Thomas Williams had been one of four partners in the building of the Rhymney Union 
Ironworks. In his working life, he had picked up a wide knowledge of minerals and mining and he was 
interested in the coalmining prospects that were opening up in the area around Argoed. It was in the 
same year that Mrs. Williams’s first husband, William George, had died in Pontypool where he was a 
baker. It seems likely that after the death of her husband, she went, with her children, to live with her 
parents in Argoed, where her father was probably in declining health. 
As Mary and Thomas were both nonconformists, it is possible that Mary and Thomas met at the long 
established Penmain Independent Chapel. But it was their children who got married first. Thomas’s son, 
William Williams, married Mary George junior in May 1804 at St. Sannans, Bedwellty. Thomas and Mary 
George senior waited until the death of her father before they married in September 1804. On marriage, 
Argoed Ganol Farm which Mary had just inherited, became the property of her husband, by right of his 
wife. Such was the law in those days. 
Thomas Williams took the opportunity to mine the coal on this farm. With the opening of the Sirhowy 
Tramroad running just past the farm, coal could easily be transported to the Tredegar and Sirhowy 
Ironworks.  By 1818, he was working in conjunction with the coal owner Rosser Thomas who was 
involved in numerous mining enterprises in Bedwellty and Gelligaer. A level was dug into the hillside at 
Argoed Ganol and it became called the Jenny Level. Jenny or Jinny was often used to refer to a ‘gin’ or 
enGINe used for winding gear in coalmines. 
When Thomas and Mary got married, their two families were united. He had nine children and she had 
eight – seventeen children in all between them. Argoed Ganol Farm building was quite small. It appears 
that Thomas Williams built a new house for the combined families which was called Derwen Deg (Fair 
Oak). Fair Oak Farmhouse still stands there today. 
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Fair Oak Farm 1975 

So, Zephaniah Williams, who had been born in Merthyr Tydfil in 1795 moved to the Argoed area at 
about eight years of age and soon found himself with a stepmother and eight step-brothers and sisters as 
well as eight siblings of his own. He flourished in Argoed, learning beside his father the mysteries of 
coalmining and building. It was his first-hand experience of the living and working conditions in this 
mining area which fuelled his commitment to Chartism.  
He married a local girl, Joan Llewelyn of Penderi Farm and they had the births of their children recorded 
in Argoed Baptist Chapel, whilst living at Cwm Corrwg (Cwm Argoed) and later Penmain. Zephaniah 
became an overseer of the poor for Bedwellty in his twenties and in 1823 he was one of the instigators 
and organisers for the building of a House of Industry in Tredegar to set the unemployed to work. At 
that time, he was landlord of the New Inn in Bedwellty Village, which was also probably built by 
Zephaniah and his father. After vestry meetings, he invited members of the parish vestry to adjourn to 
the sign of the New Inn where we assume plenty of alcohol was imbibed. 
In January 1825, his brother Abel died followed by his father in April. Mary Williams took charge of 
running Argoed Ganol Farm with the help of her son Charles. This court case of 1836, relating to the 
Jenny Tips, shows her tenacity in managing her estate.  
In a deposition of 1826, she names all of Zephaniah’s siblings, three brothers of whom had emigrated to 
the United States. His three sisters were later to follow with their husbands and children, settling in the 
mining area of Pennsylvania. One brother, Evan, alone remained with his wife and son living in 
Blackwood.  
Even after being transported to Van Dieman’s Land (Tasmania), Zephaniah corresponded with his wife 
and family in Wales and the States. After he received his official pardon in 1854 Joan Williams and their 
daughter, Rhoda, joined him in Tasmania. Llewelyn, their only surviving son, visited with his family in 
1857, returning to run the ‘Rolling Mill’ public house in Blaina and to continue his successful musical 
career as a ‘harpist’. 
Acknowledgements:  To Sarah Richards and David Mills for their assistance with my research into the 
Williams family history.  And to Les James, with whom I am co-writing a book, ‘A Son and Daughter of 
Argoed’ about Zephaniah and Joan Williams, to be published during 2021.  
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And, David Mills shares some of his researches in this FOLLOW ON TO THE JENNY TIPS AND 
HENGOED COLLIERY DEBATE -- Reflecting on Sue Allen’s article about the Jenny Tips, 
mistakenly linked to Hengoed, I found myself thinking about three topics that flow from her comments. 
They are:- A Chartism link to Hengoed; where was the “actual” Hengoed Colliery; and finally, fake news. 
Dealing with the last topic first, an entry in  Monmouthshire Merlin 28th May 1850 read: - 
On the 23rd instant, at Bedwellty Church, by Rev. Edm. Leigh, Mr William Jones, postmaster, 
Blackwood to Mary, widow of the late Daniel Lewis, shopkeeper of the same place. 

Because of a family interest I was puzzled by the announcement of Mary Lewis’ marriage, or I should 
say alleged marriage. I had some knowledge of my family tree, but was not aware that she had re-married. 
I therefore sought the assistance of two people who are far better than I am at tracing family trees,  Gloria 
Williams and Sue Allen. Both confirmed there was no record in the Bedwellty registers of the marriage 
taking place and neither was there a record of marriage banns being announced. Successive census returns 
from 1841 to her death in 1880 record Mary as a widow and residing in the same premises throughout. 
Whilst the explanation about Hengoed being confused with Argoed is plausible, the short but detailed 
announcement of Mary’s supposed marriage is much harder to explain; possibly it was mischievous.   

In 1843 Zephaniah Williams, who is mentioned in Sue’s article, had also been subjected to fake news 
when newspapers announced that he had been executed for murdering a man. This was incorrect and 
due, apparently, because of mistaken identity; it caused considerable anguish to Zephaniah’s wife and her 
family until she discovered it was not true. Zephaniah got wind of the rumour and wrote to his wife in 
1844. He was “residing” in Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania) which meant any correspondence took 
months to reach her. In that letter he made his feelings known about the rumour. In a postscript to his 
letter, he mentioned his enemies in Blackwood. There is a  link in his comments about his enemies and 
the widow Mary Lewis mentioned above; but that is another story for another time.  

The Chartism link is to be found in the 1871 census for Hengoed and, in particular, the entry for 38, 
Raglan Road which shows James Hodge, a miner age 69, as the head of the household. Also, in the house 
were his wife Susannah age 53 and his two sons, James age 19 a miner and Llewellyn age 11, the latter 
being described as “selling newspapers” and finally his daughter Jane age 9. 

James Hodge was one of the main witnesses to give evidence on behalf of the Crown at the trials of 
the Chartist leaders, John Frost, Zephaniah Williams, and William Jones in January 1840. Hodge had 
taken part in the Chartist march on Newport in November 1839. Significantly, unlike many of the 
marchers, it appears he was not arrested and never faced any criminal charge for his “activity”. He ended 
up being held in “safe houses”, usually public houses, before the trials took place. Whilst in this sort of 
confinement, which he claimed was voluntary, he cooperated with the local solicitors who were gathering 
evidence against the Chartists.  

At the time of the march on Newport, Hodge was living at Woodfield, near Blackwood. It may not have 
been a coincidence that he was employed in one of Thomas Prothero’s collieries, both before and after the 
trials. Prothero was one of the local solicitors who conducted examinations of witnesses before the Newport 
magistrates, and it was Prothero who called Hodge to give evidence against Zephaniah Williams. Hodge freely 
admitted he was employed by Prothero and confirmed that whilst he was in a “safe house” he discussed his 
evidence with him; therefore, his impartiality as a witness was questionable.  

Hodge’s evidence was that he had been compelled by Chartists to attend at the Coach and Horses, 

Blackwood, on the night of the march. He went on to say that John Frost oversaw the crowd of men 

assembled outside the pub and it was Frost who gave the order for the march to start. His evidence about 

what happened during the march and his claim that Frost ordered the marchers to test their firearms before 

they reached Newport was of considerable importance to the prosecution case. He said that he spoke to Frost 

as the mob got near Newport and alleged that Frost told him that he intended taking control of that town. 

Hodge also claimed that he told Frost that he (Frost) was like a butcher taking lambs to be slaughtered. When 

the marchers got near to Newport Hodge managed to sneak off and returned home. 

It is not surprising that Hodge was subject to retribution from some of the Chartist supporters, as the 

windows of his house were broken and they called him a spy. However, he continued to live at Woodfield 

having received assurances from the magistrates, including Thomas Prothero, that he would have the 

fullest protection of the law. He was told that if he could name anyone who threatened him, that person 

would be taken immediately into custody. 
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Hodge eventually left the Blackwood area and appeared in the 1861 census at Merthyr Tydfil where he 

was described as a boarder and “out of trade”, his wife Susannah was with him as was his son-Llewellin 

age 1 year who had been born in Merthyr Tydfil. The premises where Hodge and his family  boarded was 

the Nelson Inn, run by Rees Williams.     

The date when Hodge moved to Raglan Road, Hengoed, is not known. The 1871 census return reveals 

several of the inhabitants of Raglan Road were, unsurprisingly, connected with the railway which runs 

parallel to the road. The station master, David Rees lived in number 36. Hodge’s immediate neighbours 

were William Lewis, a coal proprietor, and Morgan Rees, a curate in Holy Orders. It is interesting to speculate 

whether Hodge’s fame, or infamy depending in which way you look at his role as a witness, which he 

acquired some 30 years previously was known to his neighbours and the inhabitants of Hengoed. 

In the 1881 census return, Hodge’s son Llewelyn and his daughter Jane are recorded as living at 4 Canal 

Street, Newport where the head  of the household was John Llewellyn Jones, described as an owner of a 

steam tug. Llewellyn and Jane were shown respectively as stepbrother and stepsister to John Llewellyn 

Jones. Interestingly, Llewellyn Hodge, by then age 21, was an engineer on board a steamboat - a 

considerable step up the employment ladder from his newspaper selling days at Hengoed.   

Finally, I turn to Hengoed Colliery, which remains something of a mystery which I may, or may not, 

resolve before submitting a chapter about coal mining for GHS’s forthcoming Diamond Jubilee book on 

the parish of Gelligaer in the 19th century. There is no indication on the parish tithe map of a colliery in 

the Hengoed area, other than Carn Gethin Colliery situated on Carn Gethin farm. That colliery (strictly 

a level) was always known by that name.  The newspaper extract (in Gelligaer Times number 48) to Hengoed 

Colliery and the Jenny Tips was in 1836, but was there a Hengoed Colliery in existence at that time? The 

fact that there is no colliery shown on the tithe map is not conclusive evidence that it did not exist. The 

National Library of Wales website gives an explanation as to how tithe maps were put together. Their 

advice is that the maps should not be regarded as definitive and wherever possible supporting evidence 

should be used. 

The earliest reference I have found thus far to Hengoed Colliery, excluding the Jenny Tips newspaper 

account, is in the Commission established in 1841 to look at the employment of children in mines. The 

report produced was in 1842. The entry in that report appears as Place Colliery and Hengoed Colliery, parishes 

of Gelligaer and Bedwellty, counties of Glamorgan and Monmouth, Mr Aaron Brain occupier of Hengoed and contractor 

of Place Colliery, the property of Thomas Prothero esq. The report gives the number of men and boys employed 

at Place, but no return was provided for Hengoed. (Place, or Plas, Colliery was situated near what is now 

the allotment garden and graveyard at the rear of High Street, Pengam. In part of the evidence submitted 

to the Commission John Williams stated he was employed by Aeron Brain as his agent, he commented 

that Brain kept a shop in Hengoed where the colliers employed by Brain had to buy their clothes and 

provisions. It would be interesting to find out where this shop was located. Their purchases were 

deducted at source from their pay, Williams commented that the balance, if any, was then paid to the 

men. This system was unpopular and caused strikes on at least two occasions.  

Brain became bankrupt and figured in a case successfully brought in 1843 by one of his creditors against 

the High Sheriff of Monmouthshire, J. H. W. Rolls. The claim was that Rolls’ officers had failed to 

enforce a warrant against Brain and had been lax in their duty when trying to find him. One witness, 

William Thomas, a Newport coal merchant, stated that he and his late brother part leased the colliery 

with Brain, and the landlord of the colliery was Rosser Thomas & Co.  William Thomas had issued a 

warrant for £2000 against Brain. It seems that the Sheriff’s officer had removed some goods belonging 

to Brain and their value only amounted to just over £300 leaving a balance still outstanding. He 

commented that it was necessary to leave the trams and other machinery at the coal works to work the 

coal because Brain was obliged to supply him with coal at a certain price. This information is useful and 

proves, but only on the balance of probabilities, that there was a colliery at Hengoed in the early 1840s. 

But where it was situated remains open to debate, and readers are invited to offer me their suggestions.  

Moving on to documents, the name Hengoed Colliery first appeared in a record of coal worked in the 

parish of Gelligaer in 1870. The parish rate book of the same year also records Hengoed Colliery as being 

occupied by Thomas Thomas and William Lewis who were also described as owners along with John 

Perrott. 
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There is evidence on a map published in 1886, but which was surveyed between 1873 to 1879, of  a 

colliery marked as Hengoed Colliery, situated in a field that was part of Hengoed Hall farm, which was 

owned by a member of the Perrott family. This location is close to the present-day Community Centre 

at Cefn Hengoed. Just to throw a spanner in the works a map revised in 1916, which is reproduced below 

shows one Hengoed Colliery marked with a blue triangle, and the site of what I believe to be the “old” 

Hengoed Colliery marked with a blue star. The new Penallta Colliery is also on the map. I emphasise the 

word new because there are records showing coal works named as Penallta in the decades prior to the 

sinking of the pit which most readers associate with the name Penallta. This demonstrates that this area 

was producing coal for  over 150 years until Penallta closed on 1st November 1991. 

For anyone who is interested, and, unlike me, has the capability so to do, there is a video on YouTube 

of the alternative rock band Kyshera playing their music video Inertia inside the disused main building at 

the former Penallta Colliery site. Fingers crossed you should be able to watch it by following: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9stKy5vQY0 adjusting the volume to your taste. 

 

 

 

SUPPLEMENT ---  
THIS SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT CELEBRATES  issues of GELLIGAER TIMES    

 

HOW GROUPS OF ALL SORTS HAVE CELEBRATED  
While people are often coy about milestone birthdays, most societies and 
organisations are not, and frequently celebrate in a very public manner.  
GHS celebrated its GOLDEN JUBILEE in 2011-12 with a publication 
Bargoed and Gilfach a local history and a successful year-long programme of 
talks about the local area, while also seeing its membership expand as both 
local people and exiles wanted to be associated with the event. The Society 
plans a similar celebration (Covid19 permitting) in 2021-22 to mark its 
DIAMOND JUBILEE.   
In 1955, the Country Borough of Merthyr Tydfil published FIFTY 
YEARS A BOROUGH 1905-1955, a 127-page book by Margaret S 
Taylor, printed by H. W. Southey & Sons, Glebeland Street, Merthyr Tydfil, 
and priced one shilling.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9stKy5vQY0
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 SHADES OF GELLIGAER COMMON 
GHS thanks Neville Davies, a good friend of the Society over many years, for this interesting 

illustrated article 
Gelligaer Common is a magical place that is steeped in history including Roman auxillaries based at the 
fort in Gelligaer practicing fort and defences construction on the Common. The Common is also steeped 
in a wonderful array of flora and fauna, from insects and animals to plants and fungi. Any time of the 
year can be rewarding on the Common which covers a vast area. A number of years ago I did a bird 
survey for a countryside ranger within Caerphilly Council and during the subsequent visits I covered 
every square inch of the Common and as a result I found secluded and tucked away areas with little pools 
all hidden away.  So for this article I am going to share with you fifty species of interest (in no particular 
order) to be found throughout the year on this beautiful open area right on our doorsteps. 
Let us start with a look at the animals found on the common that share the area with the cattle, grazed 
for centuries by the ‘commoners’.  
(1) Although very rarely seen, there is certainly plenty of evidence in the shape of little mounds of fresh 
earth amongst the short grass. These have been left by the Mole which uses its strong feet and nose to 
push up the soil whilst it is constructing ‘earth tunnels’ just below the surface. These tunnels are made so 
that the Earthworms fall into them where they are then eaten by the Mole. Sometimes a Mole can be 
seen on the surface after wet weather or in the spring, but generally they are rarely observed. They are 
safe living in their tunnels and have a plentiful supply of food to keep them going.  Another animal that 
can be found on the common is the Hedgehog. Generally only seen once they have succumbed to the 
wheels of a passing vehicle, these nocturnal animals can sometimes be seen during the day. As well as 
Earthworms they will also take advantage of Slugs, and with the Black Slug being a tasty morsel they too 
have plenty of food to sustain them.  
(2) Rabbits are evident too and can be seen in small groups. Bounding along and nibbling the grass short 
they will quickly run for cover if disturbed, flashing their white tails as a warning to others. Introduced 
to Britain by the Romans they would have certainly been a delicacy when the soldiers were in the area. 
They have to be wary now too and although there are no Romans hunting them the local Common 
Buzzard (photograph below) will certainly have a go at catching them, and smaller Rabbits can also fall 
prey to a Stoat – another seldom seem animal, which I have seen on the Common near to the dry stone 
walls on the left as you pass the quarry opening. 
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(3) The Hare (see photograph below) is an occasional sight too. Larger than the Rabbit and more bold, 
they have long hind legs used to perfection if they need to run into cover. They differ not just in size but 
by having distinctive black tips to their ears and large eyes.  

(4) Both Rabbits and Hares, despite their agility, need to be wary however as a formidable predator in 
the shape of the Fox patrols the common, and evidence of a good catch can be seen in the regular pellets 
found deposited by the Fox, consisting of the indigestible bone, fur and, in the case of birds, feathers.  
They will also take (when they can catch one) a Grey Squirrel – another introduced animal that can be a 
real pest in that they will eat both the eggs and young of nesting birds on the common.   
(5) An evening visit will reward the observer with Bats, with the Common Pipistrelle being the more 
common species, with Soprano Pipistrelle, Noctule and other species also being present. Also the 
commonest British bat, they have a jerky flight pattern and fluttering wings. 
(6) Birds are well represented on the common and are the easiest species to see, being evident not just 
during the day but during the night as well. With the small pools that collect in the depressions on the 
common, the Mallard can sometimes be seen, usually in pairs. They are wary birds though. The male, in 
particular in strong sunlight, has a bottle green head. They can occasionally be seen passing over the 
Common to visit the pond at Raslas just over on Merthyr Common.   
(7) Now a daily occurrence, the majestic Red Kite can be seen throughout the year with small groups 
present in the winter months. Primarily a carrion feeder, they will also take a pop at a Rabbit. Their long 
forked tail is used as a ‘rudder’ to help steer them as they glide effortlessly on wings 145 – 165cm long.  
The tail is constantly twisted to aid flight, and the deeply forked tail is a good identification feature even 
from a long distance. One dropping down to the ground is a sure sign that prey has been spotted, and 
this is where sometimes several could be gathered to take advantage of the same food.  
(8) Our commonest bird of prey, the Buzzard, is a regular sight also, and will share the same warm 
thermals as the Kites. Occasionally you can see the Buzzards on the ground in the short grass looking 
intently at the ground. Here they are searching out Earthworms which make an additional good snack to 
help sustain them.   
(9) The Kestrel, or ‘wind hover’ to give it its old name, is a skilled hunter, using its strong wings to hover 
in the same spot even in high winds if necessary, where using its strong eyesight it seeks out rodents in 
the grass below, and, with Bank and Field Voles, Field Mouse and Yellow-necked Mouse amongst others, 
there is no shortage of prey for them. The male is distinctive with his slate-grey head and tail.  
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(10) Occasionally, a call echos out over the Common that commands your attention. This ‘courleee’ call 
along with the long down curved bill are distinctive to identify the Curlew, a large wader which nests in 
the uplands. Again, with Raslas an occasional winter feeding site for them, they may be seen during the 
winter passing over the Common.   
(11) A more elusive wader to be found in the winter here is the Common Snipe (shown in the photograph 
below). I have seen these along the edges of the small pools where their cryptic plumage hides them 
spectacularly amongst the grasses and sedges. If flushed they fly off in a zig-zag pattern giving off their 
‘wheezing’ call as they go.  

(12) More easily seen and usually where there are human habitations, is the Collared Dove. The thick 
black neck collar gives the bird its name, and they can be found in groups flitting about and feeding on 
grain, seed and plant seeds. They also attract a very fast and agile predator in the shape of a Sparrowhawk, 
so it is not unusual to see one hunting around the edges of the Common in search of this easy-to-catch 
prey. Similarly, also look out for the Peregrine Falcon which can be seen on occasion over the Common 
especially in the winter where they will seek out Starlings, winter thrushes and even pipits. Capable of a 
dive of up to 200mph they are a formidable and silent hunter, seldom missing their intended target.   
(13) Now, the Common also hosts the Tawny Owl, more so around where the habitation is, with a 
selection of barns and outbuildings to nest and a ready supply of prey, and on some parts of the Common 
where there are groups of mature trees, these can sometimes provide a natural nesting site in the form of 
a large hole in a tree. In the winter it is always worth keeping a look out for the much more elusive Short-
eared Owl which will hunt over common land. I found an owl pellet once which looked very much like 
belonging to this species. There is another owl species to be found on the Common, and although they 
tend to avoid the same habitat as the Tawny as, believe it or not, they can fall prey to them, they tend to 
like perching by day on the many dry stone walls – this is of course the tiny Little Owl with its length of 
a mere 22cm. Not looking much bigger than a rounder Song Thrush, they also have a cryptic plumage 
that helps them to blend in well with the bark of trees or the lichens of a dry stone wall. I know of a few 
sections of wall in particular that have given me sightings on a number of occasions, and even then it 
means scanning carefully along the walls where usually the first sign of them are the large yellow eyes 
staring back at you. Introduced from mainland Europe in the 19th century they are thankfully doing quite 
well. 
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(14) There are other species of birds that are much more obliging, and nothing sets the wellbeing heart 
beating more than seeing the first Swallow of the spring. Soon small groups will arrive to take advantage 
of the many outbuildings and barns in which to raise up to five young. Easily recognised in flight by the 
pointed wings and forked tail with long streamers and a beautiful blue back. These skilful aerial feeders 
are sometimes joined by House martins as they hawk for insects on the wing. As the year progresses, 
groups of Swallows can be seen congregating on the telephone wires as they are feeding and resting 
before their journeys back to Africa for the winter. It is always a sombre time when the Swallows, House 
Martins and Swifts are leaving as it is a reminder that the summer is drawing to a close.  
(15 and 16) Being year round residents, the Meadow Pipit and Skylark share the Common with the cattle 
and visitors, taking advantage in particular of the insects that follow the cattle. The Skylark belts out a 
beautiful display song whilst flying high above the Common. Having a syrinx (as opposed to our larynx) 
they can breathe and sing at the same time with minimal effort. The distinctive crest is often raised when 
they are perched or feeding on the ground. The Meadow Pipit on the other hand forms larger feeding 
groups and has delicate spotting on the breast. (17) Pipits are very often joined by another common 
resident here, the Pied Wagtail. These little black and white birds with their long bobbing tails join the 
pipits where there is safety in numbers when feeding. Evening roosts of wagtails can sometimes see high 
numbers. Where there are damper areas and bodies of water, the Grey Wagtail may also be present.   
(18) In the winter, species will flock together to form what we call ‘mixed flocks’, and these can include 
(with the ground feeders) Meadow Pipits, Skylarks, Wagtails, Linnets and even Starlings, the latter 
forming large roving flocks in the winter. Also taking advantage of invertebrates and insects they will 
happily join the local pipits and wagtails as they know these species know the better feeding spots. For 
those living on and around the Common, it would be a common sight to see Starlings visiting the garden 
feeders where they bring in the noisy brown coloured young to learn how to feed on the feeders. As 
pretty and characteristic as they are, nothing winds up the occupier more than a flock of them landing 
on a washing line and leaving some unwelcome evidence. I’m sure it’s all part of the fun. 
(19 and 20) There are three special little birds on the Common – one of which is a resident and the other 
two are summer breeders. I did an article recently on the Whinchat and Stonechat (see the Gelligaer Times 
48) and the differences between them, but there is another species that passes through on migration and 
will nest in suitable habitat such as gaps in the dry stone walls or even a Rabbit burrow.  
(21) If a Saxon was transported forward in time to now, he would be calling them ‘whitearse’ which is the 
old Saxon name in reference to the white rump seen as the bird flies off. We, of course, know it by its 
slightly changed name of Wheatear. They are a lovely looking bird with a warm buff front and a white 
eye stripe with a thick black stripe below, but the most identifiable feature is that bold white rump seen 
as it flits away. 
The Common has a nice mix of shrubs and trees such as Hawthorn, Blackthorn (photograph of its berries 
overleaf), Hazel, Holly and Rowan and although the lower branches can be nibbled by everything from 
Squirrels to Horses the middle and upper branches will always bear fruit. The Hawthorn is one such tree 
that produces an abundance of small dark red berries. Along with the Blackthorn and Holly, this ready 
supply of fuel-packed nutritious morsels are what the winter visiting thrushes will be depending upon to 
get them through a cold winter.  
(22) The Redwings, as the name suggests, have a red patch on the wing along with a white superillium 
(eye stripe) which make them quite distinctive. They are often joined by Song Thrushes and Blackbirds 
from the Continent, but more numerous amongst them will be the larger Fieldfare, easily recognisable 
by their grey head and grey rump. Groups of these species can be large in number and eventually they 
will strip a tree of its berries before moving on to another set of trees. Hedgerows are a common site to 
see them where they will also take advantage of the berries of Black Bryony and Ivy too. On the Common, 
the winter thrushes will also take advantage of Crab Apples. They are certainly a nice sight to see as they 
roam around the Common where they are occasionally joined by the Mistle Thrush. 
(23) A shrub dominates some areas of the Common, where its thick foliage covered with spines and 
bright yellow flowers is an eye catching plant although not one to brush up against. This is, of course, 
the Gorse which is an evergreen shrub whose flowers smell of coconut. It is a good nesting habitat for 
Chaffinches, Linnets, Dunnocks and even Long Tailed Tits and is a regular perching spot for the resident 
Stonechats.   
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(24) Another regular sight on the Common is the Foxglove. A group of plants comprising tall flower 
spikes, they are visited by a host of flying insects, especially the Bees, taking advantage of the rich nectar 
inside. After flowering, the Foxglove produces thousands of tiny brown seeds which will eventually drop 
from the plant to form new plants.  
 (25) Due to their camouflage and quick running action, the Common Lizard can sometimes take some 
spotting. Look for them amongst piles of stone or on logs where they like to bask in the warm sunshine. 
They are very wary creatures and will dive into thick cover upon the approach of a human. They also fall 
prey to some species of bird so they are always wary of their surroundings. They can sometimes be seen 
in the same habitats as the Slow Worm (see photograph below) which is a legless lizard (so classed due 
to the structure of the jaw).  
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 (26 and 27) Two amphibians in particular to be found here include the Toad and Frog – the former is 
not always seen, but on occasion the string-like spawn can be seen in the little pools just prior to spring. 
The Common Frog tends to be seen a lot more, and attracts the attention of the Grey Heron (see 
photograph bove) which will relish catching one of these nutritious morsels. The Heron will also take 
advantage of any spawn eggs spotted as well along with catching the occasional Common Lizard and 
even small water birds where they can.  
(28) The warmer weather brings out an abundance of butterflies on the common which include Large 
and Small Whites, Red Admirals, Small Tortoiseshell, Peacock and Common Blues amongst others, and 
occasionally the migrant Painted Lady may be seen. One of my favourites can also be found with a bit of 
searching, and these are the Ringlets (see photograph below). The string of false eyes on the underwing 
give this species its name with three spots on each forewing and five on the hindwing.  
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(29) Of course an abundance of plants also attract moths as well with a good variety recorded on the 
Common. But one of favourites is found on the yellow flowers of the Common Ragwort, and these are 
the black and yellow caterpillars of the Cinnabar Moth (see photograph above). They nibble their way 
through the flowers and stem of this host plant before eventually emerging into the little black moths 
with four red spots on the edge of the wings and red stripes along the edges of the wings. They are a 
really pretty little day flying moth.  
(30) On occasion around the pools and in the damper areas where the Soft Rush grow, the carnivorous 
Golden-ringed Dragonfly (see photograph below) can be seen hunting. This distinctive species with its 
gold rings running along the body can be inquisitive and quite approachable. 
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I have seen other species on the Common too including the Migrant Hawker and Broad-bodied Chaser 
and Damselflies such as Common Blue, Small Red and Blue-tailed Damselfly. Dragonflies are amazing 
hunters and can even hover and fly backwards.  
(31) The Dor Beetle is a black active beetle found all over the Common which it also shares with the 
Bloody-nosed Beetle. The latter in particular has a great little defence method called ‘reflex bleeding’. If 
it feels it is in danger it will exclude a drop of bright red liquid from its mouth and a body joint. It is a 
mixture of blood and a bitter tasting secretion which acts a chemical deterrent.  Nature is really clever 
sometimes.  Occasionally though you do find the pellets of the Little Owl which can be littered with 
beetle wing cases. 
(32) Slugs feature on the Common and are most often seen during and after the rain. More common is 
the Brown Slug but also occurring is the larger Black Slug. Of course any patrolling Hedgehog will take 
advantage of tucking into a juicy Slug whereas the Snails are taken by the Song Thrush, which uses a rock 
or log to act as an ‘anvil’ in which to bash the shell against to reveal the morsel inside. Such caches are 
known as the ‘thrush’s anvil’.   
(33 and 34) The Holly, as previously mentioned, is full of berries in the winter which is a valuable food 
source for many species of birds. But look at the prickly leaves of the Holly more closely. Only the lower 
to medium height ones are actually prickly. Those up higher are smoother as nature has only made those 
susceptible to grazing animals prickly as a kind of defence. The Rowan or Mountain Ash on the other 
hand does not fall foul of being eaten generally by grazing animals. Its fruits however in the form of 
masses of red berries packed together are also a rich food source. One of the prettiest sights on the 
Common are the Rowans filled with bright berries.  
(35) Another species that is beautiful to look at is the Honeysuckle with its sweet smelling flowers that 
attract butterflies, moths and flies. Sometimes it can be seen using a wall in which to cling to but mostly 
they take advantage of a tree or shrub but never really causing any problems to the host support. At dusk 
on a summers evening the scent of Honeysuckle adds a beautiful perfume to the air or as the 17th Century 
poet Samuel Pepys called it, the trumpet flower, who’s bugles blow scent instead of sound’.  
(36) Old Man’s Beard is a member of the Clematis family, and, like the Honeysuckle, it too clambers to 
the trunks and branches of host supports. It has another name of Traveller’s Joy, given to it by the 16 th 
Century botanist John Gerard who said ‘it decks and adjourns ways and hedges where people travel’. The flowers 
smell sweetly of vanilla and the stems can sometimes be up to 100ft long.  
(37 to 39) The Stinging Nettle grows in abundance on the Common and although the fine hairs cause a 
reaction to our skin when brushed against, they are a great food plant for the caterpillars of the Peacock 
butterfly and are loved by Ladybirds too, so they are a valuable plant to have. Tucked away lower down 
in the grasses are the delicate white flowers of the Greater Stitchwort. This shade-loving plant needs the 
support of the surrounding vegetation to help it stay upright. It gets its name in that it is supposed to be 
good for easing stitches in the side and similar pains. Of course the prettiest plant on the Common has 
to be the Foxglove which stands out against any backdrop. The name ‘gloves’ may derive from the Anglo-
Saxon ‘gliew’ – a musical instrument with many small bells, and ‘fox’ could be a corruption of ‘folks’ 
meaning the little folk or fairies. It is nevertheless a stately plant with anything up to 80 flowers on a 
single stem. 
(40) Navelwort, also known as the Wall Pennywort, but I prefer the name navelwort as the leaves do 
indeed resemble a human naval. The green bell-shaped flower protrude on spikes 4-16 inches tall adding 
a characteristic look to this little plant which can form large groups on the walls and rocks where it is 
found, or along the hedgerows too. (41) Another distinctive plant to be seen is the Rosebay Willowherb, 
whose tall spikes of red flowers can be seen as the plant forms large groups across the common. It is also 
(less commonly) known as ‘fireweed’ as this is one of the first plants to grow after the ground has been 
disturbed and the dormant seeds allowed to take advantage of this. This was especially evident during the 
blitz where cities saw this plant growing in abundance, hence its nickname of fireweed.  (42 to 43) In the 
short grass particularly on open sunny slopes grows a little plant much loved in gardens too. The Primrose 
is both distinctive and eye catching with its soft yellow flowers. Starting to bloom in March they herald 
the arrival of the spring with warmer days to come and when the common really starts to swing back into 
life. In the Middle Ages, a concoction made from Primroses was used as a remedy for gout and 
rheumatism. Equally as eye catching are the deep purple flowers of the Self Heal. An old belief in the 
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‘doctrine of signatures’ is that every plant bore an outward sign of its value to mankind -  and led to the 
widespread reputation of this plant being the healer of wounds. Scholars identified this plant as the herb 
used by Dioscorides the ancient Greek physician, to cure inflammation of the throat. Creeping stems 
spread the plants over wide areas so that the flowers can carpet the ground amongst the short grass. (44) 
There are another group of plants that do well on the Common and these are the thistles – with the 
Creeping Thistle being quite prolific and a great source of winter seeds for birds such as the Goldfinch, 
Greenfinch, Chaffinch and Linnet. There is one plant however that is more robust and certainly more 
painful if brushed up against and this is the Spear Thistle. The flower heads are quite large with spine-
tipped bracts surrounding each flower. They stand taller than the Creeping Thistle and often attract 
Hoverflies and butterflies such as the Painted Lady and Small Skippers. Stonechats do not generally like 
to perch high up, so like to perch on the tops of these plants as they are a useful scanning perch. (45) To 
finish off the plants, there is one plant that is a little strange looking and almost looks like it has Sheep 
wool caught on its thin stem. This is the Cotton Grass (photograph below) found in the damper areas. 
They have a head of several nodding flowering spikes. After pollination of the flower and ripening of the 
fruit, they elongate until they form a fluffy ball. These fluffy heads were once used to make candle wicks 
and are excellent for stuffing pillows and mattresses.   

(46 - 50)  We shall end our tour of the Common by taking in the magical world of the fungi, with the 
autumn and winter being excellent times to see them. In some autumns there can be large groups of Field 
Mushrooms growing along with the occasional small groups of the large Shaggy Parasol. Fungi do well 
on the Common as the ground is rich from an abundance of cattle manure accumulated over the years. 
That, and the fact that the open areas are not ploughed, means they can flourish with little disturbance. 
As with all mushrooms, afford them some respect in that you should never eat a mushroom unless you 
are 100% sure of its edibility, and even then, I leave them where they are.  
Fungi can be found growing on the ground, on trees, on old tree stumps and rotting logs, and even from 
dung (as in the case of the Dung Roundhead). This year has been particularly good for Waxcaps, with a 
variety of these small, sometimes inconspicuous little delights, to be found, including Meadow Waxcap, 
Snowy Waxcap and Golden Waxcap. Most of the time they have been knocked over by grazing Rabbits 
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or cattle and those that miss being knocked over will usually have nibbles taken out of them from Mice 
and Slugs. Where they form patches they can often contain several species and are a real delight to see. 
With a variety of trees around the Common, there is always a chance of seeing a mix of species, and 
particularly where there are broken limbs left rotting on the ground it is not uncommon to see the bright 
and aptly named Sulphur Polypore or the Turkey Tail – so called because this bracket fungus resembles 
the tail of a Turkey. Sometimes the Birch trees have a strange large brown and white fungus growing on 
them. This is the Birch Polypore also known as ‘razor strop fungus’, as during times gone by the tough 
outer edge was used to keep cut throat razors sharp. Apparently the skin can be used as well to act as a 
coagulant if a person’s skin is cut?   Where there are old rotting tree stumps, Honey Fungus can take 
over, forming large groups. They can actually be one of the more confusing ones for the beginner to 
learn as they can have such a variable appearance. Sometimes you see the black bootlace type 
rhizomorphs on the ground or along the log which look like something out of the war of the worlds.  
Where there are Elder trees, look for Jelly Fungus often associated with these shrubs. These brown jelly 
like fungi also resemble a human ear and are sometimes called ‘jelly ears’. In dry weather they crisp up, 
swelling up again after the rain.  
One species of fungi occurs close to the base of Birch trees and is the one used in children’s books 
especially where pixies are involved, which is a bit odd as this species is poisonous. But I can see why it 
is used in children’s books as it is a beautiful and strange looking fungi – the Fly Agaric. This is my 
favourite fungi and one I always look out for in the late summer and autumn. The stem is white but the 
round cap is bright red with strange looking ‘wart-like’ scales on the top. Depending on age and 
weathering, the colour of this fungi can vary. The cap, domed when young will flatten as it matures. It is 
an extremely toxic species causing severe symptoms if eaten, but, despite this, it is one of the most 
beautiful of the fungi, and rounds up fifty of the varied and sought after species to be found on the 
Common. Happy searching everyone. 
So there you have it, fifty species of flora and fauna that can be seen on our lovely Common throughout 
the year. I hope you have enjoyed my selection of chosen species. 
I have a twitter site and blog site that may be of interest to you as well. My twitter site gets uploaded on 
a weekly basis with photos of flora and fauna both locally and further afield. This can be viewed on 
Twitter @ecology_cymru, and my blog site is available on naturewithnev.blogspot.com   

Neville Davies, photographs copyright of Neville Davies 
 

HOW MANY READERS REMEMBER THESE THINGS FROM 19 ? 
List compiled from information submitted by readers 

o BBC Light Programme first broadcast daily children’s radio feature Listen with Mother. 
o Clement Attlee’s general election victory, giving Labour a second term in government, after 1945 

election triumph. 
o World Figure Skating Championships held in London. 
o Corby, a Northamptonshire village, designated the first new town in central England, providing homes 

for up to 40,000 people by the 1960s. 
o Eagle comic published, featuring Dan Dare and Captain Pugwash. 
o First Grand Prix held at Silverstone. 
o First package holiday air charter, by Vladimir Raitz of  Horizon Holidays, from Gatwick Airport to 

Calvi, Corsica, for camping. 
o Motor fuel rationing ended after eleven years. 
o Pilot episode of The Archers broadcast on BBC Radio. 
o Football World Cup in Brazil, with England national team competing for the first time (defeated 1-0 

by USA.) 
o First broadcast of BBC Television pre-school programme Andy Pandy. 
o First purpose-built supermarket opened by Sainsbury’s at Croydon. 
o Birth of Princess Anne Elizabeth Alice Louise, daughter of Elizabeth, then heir to the ruling monarch, 

George VI, now Queen Elizabeth II, and Duke of Edinburgh. Then, Princess Anne of Edinburgh, 
she is now Princess Royal. 

o Average annual salary was£302.80 (but it was £ s d then).  
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 SOMETHING YEARS OF GELLIGAER N.U.T. 
Some time ago, a former GHS member gave the Society three minute books of Gelligaer N.U.T. 
Association covering just over five decades from 28 September 1922 to 8 February 1974. The minutes 
are handwritten with, from, time-to-time, selected printed extracts from resolutions to N.U.T. National 
Conference glued in place. In some instances the glue has not stood the test of time and so, care should 
be taken with the loose items before, presumably, the volumes are delivered to Glamorgan Archives 
where appropriate remedial action can be taken.  
Shedding light on the changing social and economic climate as well as on matters relating to teachers, 
their union and the world of education, local researchers may find them useful, in conjunction with a 
range of other sources including newspapers, for various studies including:- 

 Biographies, especially of those who served as officers, as there are some personal references such as 
sickness, family bereavements and public service, as well as their contribution to the Association, its 
work and debates, 

 Gelligaer N.U.T. Association meetings, including venue, officers and their roles, agenda, membership, 
and social life, and in particular:- 
o Issues relating to school pupils, curriculum and organisation, including teaching of physical 

education, Welsh and religion, examinations, school camps, school meals, as well as pupil transfer 
between schools, and reorganisation of secondary education with  the post-war tripartite system 
and comprehensive secondary education in the 1970s.  

o Issues relating to teachers’ employment including conditions of work, contracts, qualifications, 
salary and pensions, and relating to women, including married women, teachers, as well as the 
creation of a Teachers’ Centre in 1972.  

o Relationship of Gelligaer N.U.T. with the Union’s HQ (Hamilton House, London, except during 
WW2 when it was Toddington Manor, Gloucestershire) and with other N.U.T. groups in 
Glamorganshire.   

 Special events, including celebrations associated with Festival of Britain and Coronation of Elizabeth 
II, as well as local events such as the memorial to former local teacher, late Morgan Jones, M.P., in 
Gilfach school in 1940, and a tragic case in Greenhill primary school in 1970.  

What follows gives a flavour of the content of these minute books. 
Special Presentation Meeting to John Evans Esq. H.M.I. 

Girls’ School, Bargoed, July 5th 1923 
Mr. J. Emrys Williams presided over a large and representative gathering. The President called upon the Sec. to read the 
address and then on behalf of the subscribers the President handed to Mr Evans on  behalf of the Subscribers 

The Illuminated Address in Album Fornat 
 An Oxidized Silver Aladdin Table Lamp 
6 Volumes on Gardening 
Wallet of Treasury Notes. 

Mr Evans, in an inspiring address, thanked the Subscribers for their token of appreciation and goodwill. The following 
paid tribute to the srevcies rendered by Mr Evans during his 31 years of office – Miss S. J. Viner, Mr T. M. Jones, 
Bargoed, Mr D. W. Jones, Pontlottyn, Mr T. C. Jones, Gilfach, Mr Sam Davies, Brithdir, Miss Jenkins, Pontlottyn, 
Miss Agnes Davies, Brithdir, Mr J. Silvan Evans, B.A., Bargoed, Mr Dan Ivor Jones, Pontlottyn, Mr T. Roberts (late 
H.T.) Tirphil and Mr J. Davies late H.T. Trelewis. Mr Evans responded. Miss S. J. Viner and staff had prepared tea 
for those present and at the conclusion a hearty vote of thanks to these ladies was carried with acclamation.  
Among the reports in the meeting of 10 December 1926 was reference to an assault on Miss Davies of 
Brithdir, and an apology to appear in the local newspaper. This was not the only discussion about assault, 
as a case in Hengoed raised in an officers’ meeting was noted in the minutes 2 November 1928. 
At the annual meeting held on 9 December 1927, the incoming president, D. W. Jones, gave a brief 
survey of the growth of the Union in Gelligaer, and the meeting was reported thus in Merthyr Express 
17 December 1927: 

GELLYGAER TEACHERS 
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE LOCAL ASSOCIATION 

At Bargoed Girls’ School on Friday evening the schools of the Gellygaer area were well represented at the annual meeting.  
Mr. Elias Williams, Bargoed Boys’ School, presided. 
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A vote of sympathy was passed to Mr. J. Silvan Evans, B.A., headmaster of the secondary school, in his serious illness and 
wishing him a speedy and safe recovery. 
The retiring president, Mr. Elias Williams, in thanking the Association, said his task had been comparatively easy, and 
that he could say with a clear conscience that he had never tried to influence the meetings in any way, even when he did not 
agree with their opinions. 
On taking up the presidential chair, after being introduced in a complimentary speech by the retiring president, Mr. D. W. 
Jones, Pontlottyn boys’ school, interested the meeting with a brief survey of the growth of the Union before the Gellygaer 
association was formed. Mr. Jones said he was the oldest teacher in the Association. The first Union, formed in 1876, was 
termed the Rhymney and Western Valley Union, and it covered the whole area from Blaina to Trelewis. Despite the wide 
area covered by this Association, in 1888 it had a membership of only 30. (To-day the membership of the same area is 
approximately 850.) This was partly due, of course, to the fact that certificated teachers only were eligible to become members, 
and in those days practically every certificated teacher was a headteacher. Mr. Jones contrasted the lot of teachers in those 
days with their lot at the present time, and unhesitatingly attributed the improvement to the great work done by the N.U.T. 
In those days all schools in the area, except Pontlottyn, were mixed schools. Continuing, Mr. Jones made touching reference 
to the Union, most of whom wee now deceased.  
Moving a vote of thanks to the retiring president, Mr. Jones complimented him on the able and impartial manner in which 
he had discharged his duties. 
Mr. J. P. Isaac, Fochriw, seconded, and said Mr. Williams had always upheld the dignity of the chair and of past presidents. 
The motion was carried with the greatest enthusiasm. 
The election of officers then took place, and in every case there was re-election for another year. It was the turn of the class-
teachers to nominate the vice-president, and Mr. J. H. Garnett, Gilfach, was unanimously elected. 
The following are the other officers:- Secretary, Mr. J. Chris. Williams, South School; treasurer, Miss E.A. Jones, Girls’ 
School, Bargoed; assistant secretary, Mr J. T. Hughes; B. and O. secretary, Mr W. Davies, Penybank; sports secretary, 
Mr. W. R. Barker (South); press secretary , Mr. J. Tudor Jones; Parliamentary secretary, Mr. D. Davies, B.A.; auditors, 
Messrs. D. J. A. Jones and J. R. Williams; delegates to County Association, Messrs. J. T. Hughes and David Jones, 
Ystrad Mynach; delegates to Federation, Messrs. D. W. Jones, E. Williams and J. C. Williams. 
The treasurer ( Miss E. A. Jones) presented a very satisfactory financial report, showing a balance of £33 16s, a slight 
decrease from last year. There were 264 members and three unemployed members, showing an increase of seven. 
Mr. D. J. A. Jones, the auditor, complimented the treasurer on her efficient book-keeping. 
Mr. W. Davies, Penybank, the B. and O. secretary, reported that £102 had been contributed to special jubilee efforts, and 
it was hoped to augment the amount considerably before next Easter. 
Appointments to the local B. and O. Council were Mr. J. Bedford Thomas, Trelewis, Mr. Trevor Rees, Pontlottyn, and 
Miss A. Fitzgerald, Bargoed Girls’ School. 
Several schools were still on the black list, as non-contributors. 
The following nominations were made for the national body:- Vice-president, Mr. H. T. Morgan, Bristol; executive, Messrs. 
Dan Edwards, Port Talbot, T. R. Evans, Merthyr, Wm. Griffiths, Abertysswg, and George Davies, Rhondda.  
Mr. J. E. Williams, Pontlottyn, moved, and Mr. J. P. Isaac, Fochriw, seconded a unanimous vote of thanks to the officers 
for their services during the past year.  
Members’ Social life was not neglected. In the later 1920s, Mr. W. R.  Barker prepared a social and 
education programme, and W. Glyn Williams, B.A., (one of several members who served as Gelligaer 
N.U.T. president on more than one occasion) was among those who served alongside him in the 
committee to discuss teachers’ outings. In later years, members enjoyed an annual dinner, with an invited 
guest, usually a county or national N.U.T. official, making a speech.  
President William G. R. John, of Tiryberth school, delivered his president’s speech at the meeting 
held at Central Café, Bargoed, on Friday 14 January 1958: 

Mr. John spoke of our noble profession, stating that the wealth of schools is the percentage of happy children which is a 
personal factor and not scholarship results. He hoped for the dawn of a new and better day when parents would unite 
with psychologists to make the school a happy home.  

The pages of the minute books shed some light on teacher exchange visits, including that of  Misses Cowles 
and Gentry. Miss Cowles, active in the Association meetings before and after her exchange visit to U.S.A., 
served as vice-president 1949-50, and as president 1950-51. The minutes of 6 March 1951 include Miss Cowles 
delivered her Presidential Address, She dealt with the educational approach for Secondary Modern Schools.  
And references to teacher exchanges at that time include:  
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18 January 1949 -- Social Evening: Resolved that Miss Gentry be invited to address the next meeting and that 
refreshments be provided.  
18 February 1949 – The chairman extended a welcome to Miss Gentry, an American Teacher at Bargoed under the 
Exchange Teachers Scheme, and also to Mr. & Mrs Wheeler of Canada, stationed at Rhymney. 
Miss Gentry then addressed the Association on “Individual Records in American Schools”. 
This was followed by a discussion. 
Thanks were expressed by Mr Walter Jones and Mr W. C. Thomas.  
11 March 1949 – Mrs Wheeler, a Canadian Teacher then gave talk, illustrated with Film Strips, on Canada. 
14 October 1949 – Address by Miss G. Cowles, B.A..  
The chairman extended a welcome back to Miss G. Cowles in her return form U.S.A..  
Miss Cowles addressed the meeting on Education in U.S.A..  
Miss Cowles was heartily thanked for her address. 
17 March 1950 – Miss Hoffman U.S.A. addressed the Association on education in American Schools. 
After the address a number of questions were asked and answered. 
Thanks were moved by Mr Walter Jones, seconded by Miss G. Cowles, supported by Mr. J. T. Hughes, and carried.  
17 March 1950 – In their report on Glamorgan County Association, Messrs R. E. Williams and E. 
Browning noted that Miss G. Cowles had addressed the County Association on her experiences in U.S.A.. 
World War Two made an impact on life and work in local schools, and the minutes show that matters such 
as air raid precautions, fire watching, evacuation and teachers leaving for war service were discussed, as was 
post-war Emergency Teacher Training and reorganisation of the education system.  It is interesting to note 
that the correspondence read to the meeting of 6 February 1942 included the following: 

4. From H.Q. re Roll of Honour. An appeal to local associations to keep complete records. 
The secretary took the opportunity for bringing his list of serving members up to date. 

No doubt, current local researchers are interested in knowing if that list is extant. 
Readers of Gelligaer Times may be interested to note the following extract from the minutes of the 
monthly meeting held at Central Café, Bargoed on 15 September 1939: 

The Secretary reported on an emergency meeting of the officers called to consider the question of the transfer of 
male C.T. [Certificated Teacher] to serve under women H.T.s [Head Teachers]. This matter had 
been reported to Hamilton House, the Glamorgan Federation and Mr. Dan Edwards. Letters of reply were read from 
these three.  
Moved Mr. W. R. Barker, seconded Mr. Emlyn Evans, that we send a letter of objection to the two recent transfers to 
the Gelligaer School Managers. This was carried. 
Form of the objection: 
Moved Mr. E. Browning, seconded Mr. Dd. Davies, that we object to men teachers being transferred to serve under 
women H.T.s. 
An amendment moved by Mr. J. P. Isaac, seconded Mr W. Adams Jones, that we object:- 
1. to men teachers being transferred to serve under women H.T.s. and  
2. That those schools are practically infants schools. 
The amendment was carried. 
It was moved by Mr. R. E. Williams, seconded Mr. Bert Thomas, that a letter of protest be sent to the Glamorgan 
Federation urging them to send a protest to the L.E.A. on this matter of transferring male C.T.s to serve under women 
H.T.s. 
An amendment was moved by Mr. W. R. Barker, seconded  Mr Isaac Jones, that a notice of motion be sent to the 
Glamorgan Federation asking them to discuss this question with a view to placing this matter before the L.E.A.. 
The amendment was carried. 

 Transport -- .. In the 1920s, it was often noted in the minutes that the meeting was no longer quorate 
after many members left to catch their train home. By the 1950s, road safety was discussed and the 
question of cars parked on school premises was raised in the meeting of 20 September 1957. 
GHS looks forward to publishing research based on these minute books. 
GHS also urges any Gelligaer Times readers who know of the whereabouts of any source 
material (written or non-written) relating  to local history and heritage to bring it to the attention 
of GHS officers and committee, or deposit it in Glamorgan Archives.  
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THE 19 S IN GELLIGAER PARISH 
Today the camera on a mobile phone is rarely further than an arm’s length away, but that was not the 

case in the 19 s. These photographs, scanned by GHS from the original glass slides some years ago 
when scanning slides was less developed, were taken by David Blatchford, and show scenes associated 
with Gelligaer’s Welsh Baptist chapel, Horeb, in the 1950s. GHS will be pleased to hear from anyone 
who can recognise themselves, or someone else, in the photographs, or who can describe the events 
captured. 
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DOWN MEMORY LANE – BRITHDIR 19 s 

Roy Smith 
Times were very different growing up in the 19 s. There are certain things that only those growing 

up in that decade might remember.   

Kids these days just don’t know the joy of playing outside with their friends. We did not have all the 

technology they do nowadays, so we enjoyed time spent outdoors with friends who lived close by. On 

weekends and school holidays from sun up to sun down, we would play for hours kicking a football, 

fish in the river - an empty jam jar with a hole in the lid and a bit of bread for bait was how we caught 

tiddlers. We would collect ferns and make wigwams; make go-carts from some old pram wheels, a couple 

of planks of old wood and nothing more than a loop of string to steer it. There was no Health and Safety 

back in the 1950s! 

The cutting from a Corona advert brings back 

memories. I remember the Corona pop lorry coming 

round the village in the 1950s, easily recognizable by the 

red and gold livery and Corona logo. Glass bottles, with 

the wired-on stopper, contained a range of flavours; my 

favourite was Dandelion & Burdock and Ginger Beer, 

while my wife, Jen, liked the American Cream Soda.  

Empty bottles were not discarded: you returned them 

for a penny back each bottle. Wouldn’t it be a good idea 

if that was done today? I wonder how many readers were 

members of the Corona Club open to children between 

the ages of 5 and 12. For an application form, you were 

encouraged to write to Uncle William, ‘Corona’ 

Children’s Club. 

Generations of Brithdir folk found their entertainment in the Workmen’s Institute with its concert hall 

and snooker hall.  

 

 

This advertisement in Merthyr Express, 29 July 

1950 shows what Brithdir folk enjoyed before 

Rock n Roll and Elvis came along.  What value 

-- 3/- and LATE BUSES TO ALL PARTS.    

 

 

 

 

 

Right: A group of lads who, in the early 1950s, helped to keep 

Brithdir ‘Stute’ open by raising funds through organising their 

own tanner hop- dancing to their own records. L-R Stan 

Gibbs, Peter Bennett, Terry Gibbs and unknown. 

 

The Merthyr Express regularly carried advertisements throughout the decade such as that in 1951 for days 

out by train to local places such as Cardiff, Barry and Porthcawl and Excursions to Western Super Mare, 

Bristol Zoological Gardens and various sites in London.      
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Top: L-R Mrs Webb, East View; Mrs Jones, James 

Street, school cleaner; Mrs Sheasby and Mrs Price, 

fish & chip shop, James-street, enjoy a day at Porthcawl 

in June 1952.  

 

Right: Brithdir Station. All aboard for Barry Island 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: Neil Webb, John Brown and Malcolm Winmill at 

Trafaglar Square. 

 

 

 

Below  Feeding the Pigeons are Marion Davies, June 

Inseal and Shirley Williams in 1954 
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London Trip 1950s: L-R Back row: Leonard Edward (with pipe), Ron Harris, Ivor Tilley, 

Phil Davies, Ken Maggs, Terry Wheeler, Terry Woods, Peter Bennett.  Front row: Kelvin 

Edward, Ralph Thorne and Ken Jones.   

The man with dickie-bow, the woman, and the gent right of front row were locals who 

came out of the pub with the lads and joined in the photo for a laugh.   

 

Other memories of that era -  We grew up with the old pounds, shillings and pence - the tiny farthings, 

the 12-sided threepenny bit, the little silver sixpence, and the much loved 10-bob note.  The year 1955 

sticks in my mind having to go to bed by candlelight after being without power for days on end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT OF GHS. 
IF YOU HAVE COMMENTS AND/OR QUESTIONS ON THIS NEWSLETTER 

SUPPLEMENT, OR HAVE SOME INTERESTING FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS OR 
STORIES FOR INCLUSION IN A FUTURE SUPPLEMENT 

PLEASE CONTACT  
www.gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk or chairmen@gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk 

 
 
 
 

Merry Christmas and best wishes for 2021 

http://www.gelligaerhistoricalsociety.co.uk/

